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Three Forms of Artificial Intelligence

Ø Artificial Narrow
Intelligence

Ø Artificial General
Intelligence

Ø Artificial Super 
Intelligence



Increasing power and universality of AI can 
worsen the economics for the majority 

• Concentration of wealth is increasing
• Income gaps are widening
• Employmentless economic growth seems the new norm
• Return on Investment in capital and technology is usually 

better than labor 
• Future technologies can replace much of human labor
• Long-term structural unemployment is a “business as 

usual” or “surprise free” trend forecast
• What can we do about this?



Future Work/Technology 2050 Study

1. Literature and Related Research Review

2. Real-Time Delphi on questions not asked or poorly answered

3. Three Global Scenario Drafts to 2050

4. Three Real Time Delphi’s for Feedback on each Scenario

5. Final Scenarios, given for Millennium Project Nodes 

6. National Workshops to Explore Long-range Strategies

7. Collect suggestions from the national planning workshops, distilled 

in to 93 actions, assess all via five (5) Real-Time Delphi's

8. Final Report for Public Discussion



Education and Learning

• 30 Workshops were conductive in 19 countries to identify 

actions to address issues raised in the three scenarios

• These actions were distilled to 93 actions

• Of these 20 actions addressed education and learning

• Each of these actions were rated for effectiveness and 

feasibility AND comments were invited (comments on each 

action were distilled to a page in the final report)

• Additional actions were invited of which were distilled to 26.



Top 5 actions rated for effectiveness

• Increase focus on developing creativity, critical thinking, human relations, 
philosophy, entrepreneurship (individual and teams), art, self-employment, social 
harmony, ethics, and values, to know thyself to build and lead a meaningful 
working life with self-assessment of progress on one’s own goals and objectives 
(as Finland is implementing).

• Include futures as we include history in the curriculum. Teach alternative visions of 
the future, foresight, and the ability to assess potential futures.

• Make Tele-education free everywhere; ubiquitous, life-long learning systems.
• Shift education/learning systems more toward mastering skills than mastering a 

profession.
• In parallel to STEM (and/or STEAM - science, technology, engineering, arts, and 

mathematics) create a hybrid system of self-paced inquiry-based learning for self-
actualization; retrain teachers as coaches using new AI tools with students.
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Technological Unemployment 

• Artificial Narrow Intelligence will make predictable 
unemployment like truck drivers

• Artificial General Intelligence – if it occurs – will make far 
more unemployment in many areas less predictable

• AGI may arrive as soon as 2030 to 2050
• This could lead to massive unemployment if we do not begin 

to prepare
• Hugh? Didn’t every new age create more jobs than replaced?



Why is it different this time?
1. the acceleration of technological change
2. the globalization, interactions, and synergies among NTs
3. the existence of a global platform—the Internet—for simultaneous 

technology transfer … with far fewer errors in the transfer than in the past
4. standardization of data bases and protocols
5. few plateaus or pauses of change allowing time for individuals and cultures 

to adjust to the changes
6. billions of empowered people in relatively democratic free markets able to 

initiate activities
7. machines can learn how you do what you do, and then do it better than you.



Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI) is often 
better and faster than humans at:

• Lip reading (LipNet; Deep Mind)
• Flying planes, driving trucks
• Mathematics
• Live voice translation (Microsoft)
• Playing games (Chess: Deep Blue, 

Jeopardy & Go: Alpha Go)
• Face recognition
• Medical diagnosis (IBM Watson -

Cancer)

• Reading comprehension speed 
(Microsoft and Alibaba)

• Legal analysis (LawGeex)
• Income tax preparation (TurbTax)
• Organizing  shipping (Amazon)
• Specific research (Google; Alexa)
• Traffic navigation (Google Maps)
• And AI/robots for repetitive 

tasks and large scale data analysis



Also, what is possible… will change
Moore’s Law & Nielsen's Law 

+ 
Artificial Intelligence acceleration to AGI

+ 
Computational science

+
Synergies among NT

These four together will change what we think is possible.



Autonomous Nervous 
System & Civilization

Just as the autonomous nervous 
system runs much of our body, freeing 
the mind to be creative;  

AI and other Next Technologies (NT) 
will run much of the physical 
infrastructure of future civilization 
freeing more of humanity to be 
creative.



Eco-smart Cities

Inter-connected like 
the human body



Artificial General Intelligence

SourceSource

https://www.appsums.com/blogdetails.php?slug=nullam-quis-risus-eget-urna-mollis-ornare-vel-eu-leo
https://execleadercoach.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/AI-shutterstock_1007637790.jpg


Artificial Super Intelligence sets its own goals
independent of human awareness and understanding 



If we don’t get the initial conditions “right” 

for AGI, then Artificial Super Intelligence could 
evolve quickly beyond our understanding. 



ANI – AGI Global Governance

It is argued that creating rules for governance of AI too soon will stifle 
its development.

Some AGI experts believe it is possible to have 
AGI as soon as 10 years. 

Since it is likely to take ten or more years to 
• develop ANI to AGI international agreements
• design an international governance system
• begin implementation

Then it is wise to begin exploring governance approaches now.



Some Potential Governance Models 

1. IAEA-like model or WTO-like with enforcement powers
2. IPCC-like model in concert with international treaties 
3. International S&T Organization (ISTO) as an online real-time global 

collective intelligence system; governance by information power 
GGCC (Global Governance Coordinating Committees) flexible but 
enforced by national sanctions, ad hoc legal rulings in different 
countries, and insurance premiums 

4. ISO standards affecting international purchases  
5. Put different parts of AGI governance under different bodies like ITU, 

WTO, WIPO
6. TransInstitution



Humanity needs to think together about how to 
govern the transition from ANI to AGI:

This is a key test
of our age. 

The Millennium Project 
is preparing an 
international study of 
global models to 
govern this transition

If interested, contact: Jerome.Glenn@Millennium-Project.org



For further information

Info@Millennium-Project.org

Work/Technology 2050: Scenarios and Actions 
available at:  

http://www.millennium-project.org/


